
Mezzanine COLLECTION



Elements of the past combine to become 

tomorrow’s timeless treasures in the stylish 

Mezzanine collection. Inspired by the romance 

of the ornate flourishes and weathered vintage 

mirrors of Parisian bistros, this collection delivers 

a glimmer of eclecticism and elegance, highlighting 

French cafe style through a minimalist modern 

lens. Clean lines combine with heavily antiqued 

mirror details, petite hardware and accents 

of sculptural upholstery, creating a look that’s 

perfectly suited to transitional interiors. 
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SQUARE MIRROR 
SKU: 325120-2249

DRESSER 
SKU: 325131-2249

NIGHTSTAND 
SKU: 325140-2249

RECTANGULAR 
DINING TABLE
SKU: 325220-2249

ROUND MIRROR
SKU: 325121-2249

PANEL BED 
QUEEN: 325135-2249 

KING: 325136-2249 
CAL KING: 325137-2249

NIGHT TABLE
SKU: 325141-2249

ROUND DINING TABLE 
SKU: 325225-2240

UPHOLSTERED 
WING BED 

QUEEN: 325125-2249 
KING: 325126-2249 

CAL KING: 325127-2249

HOST CHAIR 
SKU: 325201-2249

SINGLE DRESSER
SKU: 325130-2249

SIDE  CHAIR
SKU: 325200-2249

the mezzanine 
COLLECTION
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SQUARE  
COCKTAIL TABLE 

SKU: 325341-2249

ETAGERE 
SKU: 325401-2249

BUFFET 
SKU: 325252-2249

RECTANGULAR  
COCKTAIL TABLE 

SKU: 325320-2249

WRITING DESK 
SKU: 325421-2249

ACCENT/MEDIA 
CONSOLE 

SKU: 325334-2249

END TABLE
SKU: 325324-2249

SPOT TABLE 
SKU: 325349-2249

HALL CHEST 
SKU: 325397-2249

CONSOLE TABLE
SKU: 325327-2249
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SQUARE MIRROR
SKU: 325120-2249

The romance of vintage Paris 
meets streamlined modern style 

in this versatile accent piece, 
featuring a sleek silver frame and 

a mirror accented by graceful 
etched curves. Whether hung on 

the wall or mounted on a dresser, 
this mirror adds a timeless note 

to transitional decor.

ROUND MIRROR
SKU: 325121-2249

Geometry meets poetry in a 
mirror that combines the clean 
lines of modern style with the 

vintage-inspired romance of Paris. 
The eye-catching frame features 
an octagonal shape crafted from 

antiqued mirror, surrounding 
a central mirror pane with an 

elegant 1” bevel.
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A classic wingback headboard 
evokes the feeling of an 
antique piece, presented 
in a finely tailored ivory 
upholstery with dove grey 
legs that suits today’s more 
streamlined transitional 
aesthetic. An accent of vertical 
channeling adds a note of 
texture to the elegant style 
of this striking bed. Available 
in Queen, King and California 
King size.

UPHOLSTERED  
WING BED

QUEEN: 325125-2249 
KING: 325126-2249 

CAL KING: 325127-2249
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For those who dream of elegance, 
this striking panel bed offers 
luxury and comfort with a hint 
of drama. The beauty of quarter 
split and cathedral maple veneer 
combines with walnut inlay to 
form a streamlined arabesque 
design, the perfect complement 
to all forms of transitional decor.

PANEL BED
QUEEN: 325135-2249 

KING: 325136-2249 
CAL KING: 325137-2249
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SINGLE DRESSER
SKU: 325130-2249

Vintage romance meets modern 
simplicity in the Mezzanine collection, 

inspired by classic French cafe 
style. The timeless design of this 
three-drawer dresser features 

maple veneer finished in dove grey, 
perfectly accented by antiqued 

mirror drawer fronts and antique 
nickel hardware that adds  

a touch of metallic shimmer.

DRESSER
SKU: 325131-2249

Classic beauty with a modern 
twist is the heart of this collection, 
exemplified here in this generously 

proportioned dresser. Crafted 
from maple veneer finished in 
dove grey, the six drawers are 
perfectly accented by antiqued 

mirror fronts, with bottom drawers 
lined in aromatic cedar. Round 
drawer pulls finished in antique 

nickel adorn each drawer,  
giving the dresser a sense  

of timeless elegance.
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NIGHTSTAND
SKU: 325140-2249

A scaled-down version of the 
Mezzanine collection dresser,  
this nightstand offers plenty  

of stylish storage for the bedside. 
Keep all your essentials hidden 

inside three drawers crafted  
from dove grey maple veneer  

with antique mirror fronts.  
The nightstand also features  
a USB port for easy charging  

of personal devices. 

NIGHT TABLE
SKU: 325141-2249

This petite night table combines 
the elegance and grace of the 

arches of Paris with the glamorous 
elements of antiqued mirror 
 and a luxurious stone top.  
A light, open frame finished 

in dove grey makes this 
architecturally-inspired bedside 
piece feel airy rather than solid, 

and a fixed lower shelf offers just 
enough space for books, baskets, 

or any other necessities.
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Go ahead and raise your 
glass, we have the perfect 
spot to set it down! This 
stylish rectangular table 
combines natural beauty 
of maple veneer finished in 
dove grey with a sleek metal 
frame and antiqued mirrored 
details, perfect for all forms 
of transitional decor. A pair 
of drawers finished in mirror 
and antiqued nickel hardware 
offer the perfect place to 
stash away all your living 
room’s necessities in style.

RECTANGULAR 
COCKTAIL 

TABLE
SKU: 325320-2249
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The slender lines of this 
rectangular dining table are 
the perfect complement to 
the delicate beauty of maple 
veneer finished in soft dove 
grey. The table features maple 
veneer and antiqued nickel 
ferrules, and the table includes 
a 20” leaf that creates seating 
for up to eight.

RECTANGULAR  
DINING TABLE

SKU: 325220-2249
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HOST CHAIR
SKU: 325201-2249

Go bold in the dining room. 
This striking host chair 
features a barrel-style 

frame, fully upholstered in 
pewter chenille that blends 
contemporary chic with soft 

transitional appeal.

SIDE CHAIR
SKU: 325200-2249

Elegant curves are  
dressed to impress in finely  

tailored pewter chenille.  
This contemporary dining  
chair evokes the feeling of  

a couture ensemble, featuring  
gracefully rounded sides with  

a fashion-inspired cutout  
in the back.
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ROUND  
DINING TABLE
SKU: 325225-2240

Timeless beauty meets modern 
design in this stunning dining 
table, destined to become an 

heirloom. The gracefully curved 
cast resin base resembles stone, 

rising to support a 60” wood 
top that comfortably seats six. 
A combination of quarter split 
and cathedral maple veneer 

combines with walnut inlay to 
create an intricate floral design 

that will fascinate guests.

END TABLE
SKU: 325324-2249

Simplicity is always in fashion.  
This versatile end table with a raised 
glass top is a lovely addition to any 
room that needs a compact piece 
offering both storage and style.  

The natural beauty of maple veneer 
finished in dove grey contrasts with  
a sleek metal frame and mirrored 
front, creating a transitional look 

that blends vintage warmth with cool 
modernity. A central drawer allows 
just enough space for all your living 

room’s necessities.



Introduce a little glamour 
to the dining room with this 
elegant dove grey buffet, 
including four central drawers 
flanked by two doors, with 
plenty of storage space for all 
your entertaining essentials. 
This piece also features a 
luxurious stone top and 
antique nickel hardware, as 
well as the antiqued mirror 
fronts that are the hallmark of 
this collection.

BUFFET
SKU: 325252-2249
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This attractive console meets all 
your 21st century technology 
needs in a vintage-inspired style 
that suggests the iconic glamour 
of Paris. This unique two-tone 
console features mixed materials 
including a luxurious stone top, 
maple veneer finished in dove 
grey, antiqued mirror accents 
and an open metal frame. Four 
doors reveal two adjustable 
shelves and plenty of storage for 
media, accessories, and all your 
other entertainment essentials.

ACCENT/MEDIA  
CONSOLE

SKU: 325334-2249
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CONSOLE TABLE
SKU: 325327-2249

Chic and slim as a couture 
ensemble, this attractive console 
combines the antique-inspired 

warmth of Paris with the 
fashionable appeal of transitional 

style. Versatile enough to suit 
the entryway, hallway or living 

room, the raised glass top offers 
the perfect spot to display lamps 
and frames, while three drawers 

finished in antiqued mirror provide 
plenty of storage for all your 

space’s essentials.

SPOT TABLE
SKU: 325349-2249

Add a hint of Paris to your space 
with this perfectly petite spot 

table. It features a faceted shape 
and plinth base that evoke the 

feeling of an architectural column, 
beautifully finished in antiqued 
mirror. A hint of vertical reeding 

separates the facets, offering just  
a touch of texture to this  

dazzling piece.
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This versatile storage piece features 
a pair of doors finished in antiqued 
mirror, with a horizontally grooved 
pattern that adds texture and intrigue. 
Inside, two drawers and an adjustable 
shelf provide space for any room’s 
essentials, from linens to accessories. 
Oversized nickel handles and an open 
base add a touch of metallic shine to 
this modern chest.

HALL 
CHEST

SKU: 325397-2249



DISPLAY/ETAGERE
SKU: 325401-2249

Light up your life! This eye-catching 
82” etagere is an attractive 

complement to transitional style 
decor, presenting books and 

other objects in a warm, reflective 
glow. Three floating shelves and 
a drawer offer plenty of space 
to display accessories, and an 

antiqued mirror back is beautifully 
illuminated by LED lighting that 

adds a soft radiance to any space.

WRITING DESK  
SKU: 325421-2249

Vintage elegance meets 
contemporary chic in this attractive 

writing desk, highlighting the angular 
geometry and warm antiqued 

mirror details that are the hallmark 
of this collection. The desk is 

veneered in maple with a dove grey 
finish and rests on an open metal 

base, with five drawers that provide 
convenient storage space for all your 

office essentials.
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The classic romance of Paris enters 
the 21st century with this strikingly 
reflective cocktail table. Its square 
form is punctuated by faceted 
corners in triangular shapes, 
showcasing the beauty of antiqued 
mirror panes. Modern chic meets 
timeless warmth in this stunning 
table, sure to be the shining jewel of 
any living space.

SQUARE  
COCKTAIL TABLE

SKU: 325341-2249
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